
GLATZ 

Shading solutions



Atmosphäre offers 
the world’s best in 
public space design 
and playful furniture.

GLATZ
Manufacturer’s presentation

Why choose Glatz?

As a family business with 125 years of tradition, Glatz stands for creativity and courage, but also for the determination 
of strong women: from a one-man operation to a company with more than 100 employees, Glatz has become one of 
the leading sunshade manufacturers in Europe and worldwide.

Glatz is a model of precision, reliability, high quality and functional design. « Our vocation is to design ever more 
effective products, which combine timeless elegance, wind resistance, durability and easy handling... These 
elements are at the heart of our DNA » , emphasizes Markus Glatz. The motivation of our employees is essential to 
our success: « Our know-how is reflected in every model, but it is first and foremost in our heads, and is the result 
of our unwavering commitment. »

INNOVATION AND DESIGN

Glatz attaches as much importance to the design of its products as to their ergonomics and longevity. It’s no 
coincidence that Glatz holds the most patents and design protection titles for parasols in Europe. Moreover, the 
company is constantly innovating with its Green Glatz range, an innovative coating that transforms into a purifying 
filter when exposed to the sun’s rays. 

FLEXIBILITY FOR YOUR SPACES

Stability and sturdiness are the two essential characteristics of a Glatz parasol. There is a choice of fixing methods, 
depending on the nature of the ground and the situation on site. They are also adaptable for easy relocation. 

DURABILITY

Glatz products are built to last for many years. In fact, they are wind-tunnel tested to ensure that they will withstand 
the strongest winds. Even after decades, they can be repaired or re-covered. 



Glatz Green® innovation 
Atmosphäre is proud to offer Glatz Green  
for health and nature

Glatz, a manufacturer of innovative, high-quality sunshades, got together with two partners 
(Sauleda and Pureti) to make its contribution to the environment and thus to health.

Through this collaboration, the three pioneers are bringing long-lasting sunshades onto the 
market which don’t just protect you and your family from UV rays, rain and heat, but which also 
purify the air – almost like a tree. This is thanks to the innovative coating which becomes a 
purifying filter when exposed to sunlight.

Glatz Green parasol compensates pollution caused by cars. When you purchase a 4 x 4 m Green
sunshade, Glatz will plant 27 trees*

*Number of trees varies based on sunshade size

Photocatalysis - How it works

1. Glatz Green parasol fabric is coated 
with nanoparticles of titanium dioxide.

2. Photocatalysis starts when the sun’s 
rays reach the fabric. This chemical 

process generates the purifying active 
ingredients «OH» and «O2».

4. O2 transforms nitrogen oxide (NOX), 
one of the most harmful gases in the 

atmosphere, into nitrates which are far 
less dangerous.

5. This process is repeated millions of 
times to remove dirt from the fabric 
surface and purify the ambient air. 
In laboratory tests, nitrogen dioxide 

concentrations were reduced by around 
55%.

6. Furthermore, mold is reduced by 60%* and the self-
cleaning effect is +70%*.

*These percentages are for guidance only and may vary according to environmental conditions.

3. OH transforms dirt (organic 
compounds + VOCs [volatile organic 

compounds]) into water vapor (H2O).
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Provides comfortable shelter for 20 people and 
protection from the sun or rain.

Perfect for large outdoor spaces, terraces, 
rooftops and corrosive environments.

Wind stability up to 110 km/h.

PALAZZO 
ROYAL
The Swiss masterpiece.



Amplitude from 450 to 700 cm.

Perfect for large outdoor spaces, terraces, 
rooftops and corrosive environments.

Wind stability up to 95 km/h.

PALAZZO 
NOBLESSE
High-performance.



The iconic Palazzo Style giant parasol can wit-
hstand wind speeds of up to 110 km/h (with 
fixed anchoring).

Available in fourteen standard versions.

Opens with nine turns of the hand crank.

PALAZZO 
STYLE
Dare to be stylish. 



Telescopic opening system: quick and easy ope-
ration using the clamping lever.

Perfect for restaurant terraces, parks or 
playgrounds.

Wind stability up to 100 km/h.

CASTELLO
PRO
The versatile all-rounder.



Specially designed for use in windy areas.

Easy opening thanks to a contra-rotating 
opening principle.

Wind stability up to 100 km/h.FORTELLO
The tall, wind-resistant one.



Patented, low-effort opening mechanism.

Perfect for terraces and pool areas.

Wind stability up to 70 km/h.

FORTERO
The wind-resistant  
mid-range model. 



Perfect for windy areas.

Convenient locking lever and patented 
opposing opening principle.

Wind stability up to 80 km/h.

FORTINO
RIVIERA
The compact model. 



High-precision opening mechanism.

Majestic shade solution for terraces, 
360-degree rotating parasol.

Wind stability up to 45 km/h.

AMBIENTE
NOVA
The king of side-mast 
parasols.



FORTANO
Windproof in all conditions.

Specially designed for use in windy areas.

Opens and unfolds simultaneously. Parasol 
swivels 360 degrees.

Wind stability up to 55 km/h.



Options

• Bar and zipper for easy hooding
• Woven using a special ripstop technique
• Particularly resistant thanks to the integration of thick fibers
• Polyurethane coating on the inside to protect against external humidity

Protective cover (included)

• 120 or 180 kg
• Dimensions 96 × 96 × 11.5 up to 19.5 cm
• Galvanized steel base
• Concrete or polished granite plate kit
• M4 mounting tube essential

Self-supporting, movable base with or without casters

• Protective solution to keep rain out, e.g. between a parasol and a facade
• Triangular gutters are mounted on the sunshade
• No opposite fastening required
• Fastened to the ribs with a leveling loop and a bracket

Freestanding gutters

• White (approx. 2700K, 400lm per spot), adjustable in 5 levels
• Easy attachment of light sources with magnetic plate
• Operated by intuitive Glatz remote control
• Integrated battery with IP54 protection
• 4h runtime at 50% brightness level
• Available in sets of 2 or 4 spots (extendable to 8 spots)

Osyrion LED battery spotlight with remote control

• Choice of material color
• Length = side length of parasol
• Height = Parasol passage height (without valance) minus 5 cm
• PVC window seam possible (optional)
• PVC drip lip at end of side panel (optional)
• Angled joints, zippers or Velcro (optional)
• No sagging thanks to side support tubes
• Support tubes equipped with connectors and removable ball springs
• Secured by leveling buckle and stirrup on ribs

Curtains / side panels

• Screen-printing process on fabric qualities 4 and 5
• Full screen printing on polyester (minimum quantities)
• Printable logo in EPS format required
• References: McDonald’s, Burger King, Nestlé, etc.

Simple or advertising prints

Term of warranty

All GLATZ products are covered by a 2-year limited warranty. 

Conditions

The warranty covers all manufacturing defects that appear during normal use of the product. The warranty does not cover losses due to theft, or damage caused 
by misuse, abuse, alteration, improper storage or acts of nature. The warranty also does not cover parts or products subject to normal wear and tear.

GLATZ reserves the right to repair and/or replace with the same product in case of an approved warranty claim.

In all cases, reasonableness and fairness shall be the prevailing factors.

Entretien

GLATZ uses only materials that meet the industry standard for outdoor products in the manufacture of its sunshades. Despite the high technical standards of 
GLATZ products, wear and tear due to the weather can and will occur. To ensure maximum protection, we recommend that you store your sunshade under cover 
during the winter months, or that you use an original GLATZ protective cover if it is to be left out in the open.

• Parasols that have been closed while wet or damp should be reopened as soon as possible to allow them to dry.

• Even if the umbrella is closed and you use a protective cover, atmospheric moisture and mold spores can reach the umbrella fabric or the protective 
cover. Therefore, we recommend that you open the parasol from time to time to let it dry.

• We do not recommend leaving parasols outside in winter. The winter climate encourages the formation of condensation, which remains in the 
protective cover for a long time without ventilation.

• Ne jamais enrouler ou plier une toile humide ou mouillée pendant une longue période.

• Never roll up or fold a damp or wet cover for a long period of time. Remove leaves and insect or bird droppings as soon as possible (starting point for 
microbial attack).

• Scrub dirt dry with a soft brush.

• Treat stains with warm water, a soft brush and a non-aggressive cleaner. Rinse thoroughly with clean water, allow to dry and treat with a conventional 
waterproofing product if necessary.

• Do not use aggressive cleaning products (pH value of 7).

• When opening, closing or adjusting the sunshade, make sure that the fabric does not rub against walls or other obstacles, and that it does not get 
caught in structural elements.

• Ensure that closed umbrellas are properly strapped down and the fabric strips folded outwards. Do not allow umbrellas to flutter in the wind. Abraded 
surfaces or holes cannot be claimed. 

GLATZ

Warranty



17999-D J.-A. Bombardier
Mirabel (Québec) J7J 2H8

info@atmosphare.com
www.atmosphare.com

T  1 800 773-0737
T     450 419-3480
F     450 971-1226

Setting trends in 
public spaces design.

To discuss your next landscaping 
project, contact us at 
info@atmosphare.com


